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Chapter 1
The particulate nature of matter
1.1 Solids, liquids and gases
Everything around us is composed of particles so small that they cannot be seen by
the naked eye or even using the most powerful light microscopes. Even so, scientists
know a lot about how these particles are arranged in solids, liquids and gases.

Exam tip

You are expected to know the general
arrangement, movement, and energy of
particles in different states.
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The arrangement of particles in solids
Particles are closely packed together in solids and are arranged in a fixed and regular
position. Therefore, a solid has a definite shape. The attractive forces between
particles are strong. The only motions possible for the particles composing a solid
are vibrations.

Chapter 1

The arrangement of particles in liquids
The particles in a liquid are still closely packed together. However, since the attractive
forces are not as strong as in solids, the particles are not packed together in fixed
positions. The arrangement of particles in a liquid is irregular and they can move
about much more freely. This means a liquid has no fixed shape and will take the
shape of its container.

The particulate nature of matter

What's more
For a given substance, its solid form
nearly always has a higher density than
its liquid form. One important exception
is water. Solid water (ice) has a lower
density than liquid water and therefore
floats on water.

The arrangement of particles in gases
The particles in a gas are far apart from each other. Therefore, there is a large
volume of space in between the particles into which they can move freely. A gas
always has a lower density compared to a solid or liquid since the actual volume
occupied by the gas molecules is very small compared to the volume of space within
which they move. Gas particles have almost no attractive forces between each other
and they can move in all directions.

Solid

Liquid

Gas

Figure 1.1 Typical arrangement of particles in a solid, liquid and gas

State

Solid

Liquid

Gas

Forces of attraction
between particles

Arrangement of
particles

Strong forces

• Particles are held in
fixed positions making
a regular pattern.
• Particles are close
together.

• Particles vibrate in a
fixed position.
• Lowest energy

• Particles have a random
arrangement.
• Particles are still fairly
close together.

• Particles move
randomly around each
other.
• Liquid can flow to
take the shape of a
container.
• Slightly greater energy

• Particles have a random
arrangement.
• Particles are very far
apart.

• Particles move
randomly and quickly in
all directions.
• Particles bounce off the
walls of the container
causing pressure.
• Greatest energy

Fairly strong forces

Almost no forces
between particles

Movement and energy
of particles

Table 1.1 Characteristics and energy of particles in the three states of solid, liquid and gas
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1.2 Changes of state
Matter can interchange between the three states of solid, liquid and gas by the
addition or removal of energy.

Addition of energy — melting, boiling and sublimation
The particles in a solid vibrate faster and faster when energy is added from outside.
Eventually, given enough energy, the vibrations of the particles become strong
enough to break the attractive forces that are holding them in a fixed position, and
the solid melts and becomes a liquid. The temperature at which a solid melts is its
melting point.
When further heat is supplied, particles in a liquid gain enough energy to break
free from the surface. The particles move faster and most attractive forces between
the particles are broken. The boiling point has been reached and the liquid starts
turning into a gas. Boiling point is the temperature at which a liquid boils and
becomes a gas. The particles are now much further away from each other than they
were when in the liquid state. Bubbles can be observed to form inside the liquid and
rise to the surface. Each liquid has its characteristic boiling point. For example, the
boiling point of water is 100°C. The heating curve of a substance shows how its
temperature changes over time when energy (heat) is supplied to the substance at a
constant rate. The heating curve of water is shown in Figure 1.2 below.

What's more

While heated, energy is continuously
absorbed by the particles in order
to overcome the attractive forces
between them. Therefore, no increase
in temperature is observed during the
melting and boiling processes.

Boiling

100
Temperature (°C)

0

Gas

Liquid
Melting
Solid
Time (min)
Figure 1.2 Heating curve of water
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Evaporation is another process that turns a liquid into a gas, but it is different from
boiling in nature. Consider a puddle of water after a shower of rain. The puddle
slowly dries up and the water appears to vanish. But it is certainly not boiling away,
even if it is a hot day! Boiling occurs at the boiling point of a substance where
most of its particles possess high enough energy for the liquid to become a gas.
Evaporation occurs even at room temperature, 25°C, and does not require extra
heating. Evaporation only takes place on the surface where particles can gain enough
energy to overcome the attractive forces and form a gas. Particles escape from the
surface layer without forming bubbles.

Chapter 1

Some solids have a structure that allows them to
change directly from a solid to a gas when enough
external energy is added. This process of going
from a solid to a gas without passing through the
liquid state is called sublimation. A good example
of a substance which shows sublimation is dry ice
(solid carbon dioxide), which turns directly from
a solid to a gas at −78°C. No liquid state of carbon
dioxide can be seen at typical atmospheric pressure.

The particulate nature of matter

What's more
The sublimation point is the
temperature at which a solid turns into
a gas, without passing through a liquid
state.

Figure 1.3 Sublimation of dry ice

Removal of energy — condensation, freezing and deposition
When energy is gradually removed from a substance, the particles composing it start
to move more and more slowly. As a result, stronger attractive forces start to develop
between the particles as they are closer to each other. Condensation occurs when a
gas turns back to liquid whereas freezing occurs when a liquid becomes a solid. An
everyday example of condensation is the formation of water droplets on the side
of a can of soft drink taken out from a
refrigerator on a humid day. The particles
composing the invisible water vapour in
Solid
the air close to the can lose energy and
Melting
Sublimation
condense to form visible, liquid water.
Freezing Deposition
Deposition is a less familiar process than
the other changes of state. Deposition
occurs in some substances when enough
energy is removed from their particles
in a gaseous state. As the substance is
cooled, it turns directly into a solid
without passing through a liquid phase.

What's more
Freezing point refers to the
temperature at which a substance turns
from liquid to solid. The freezing point
and melting point for water are both 0°C.

Condensation
Boiling / Evaporation
Liquid
Gaining energy

Gas
Losing energy

Figure 1.4 A cycle showing the changes of state of a
substance

1.3 Diffusion and dilution
Diffusion in gases and liquids
Diffusion is the net movement of particles in a gas or liquid from a region of higher
concentration to a region of lower concentration due to random particle motion.
When you peel an orange in one corner of a room, another person can smell it on
the other side within a fairly short time period. Some of the particles on the surface
of the orange enter the air and spread by bouncing off the air particles randomly,
and the aroma gradually fills the entire room.
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Tap closed
Vacuum
Tap opened

Diffusion

Diffusion of a gas can be observed using bromine
gas, as shown in Figure 1.5. The brown-coloured
bromine gas is initially trapped by a glass divider
on the left side of the double jar. After the tap
is opened, the bromine gas will diffuse and fill
both jars. After a time, both jars will contain
bromine gas with the same brown colour and
concentration.

Figure 1.5 Diffusion of bromine gas in a
closed container

Note that bromine is a toxic gas and this
experiment should only be performed by a qualified demonstrator using adequate
safety procedures.

Factors that affect the rate of diffusion
Diffusion is affected by the mass of the particles composing the gas or liquid.
A smaller and lighter particle will move faster than a larger, heavier one. The
experimental set-up below (Figure 1.6) shows the difference in diffusion rate
between gaseous ammonia and hydrogen chloride. A particle of hydrogen chloride
is more than twice as heavy as an ammonia particle.
White ring of
ammonium chloride
forms here

Exam tip

Hydrogen chloride
gas diffuses

Ammonia gas diffuses

You should be able to indicate where the
white ring forms based on the mass of
molecules involved in the diffusion.
Mineral wool soaked
with concentrated
hydrochloric acid

Litmus
paper

Mineral wool soaked
with concentrated
ammonia solution

Figure 1.6 Experimental set-up showing different diffusion rates of hydrogen chloride and ammonia

Balls of mineral wool which have been soaked in concentrated ammonia solution
and concentrated hydrochloric acid are placed at the ends of the tube. The particles
of ammonia and hydrogen chloride will start diffusing into the space inside the tube
from each end. A white ring of solid ammonium chloride is formed on the inside
of the tube as a result of a chemical reaction between the two substances when
their particles meet. However, the white ring forms closer to the end of the tube
with hydrochloric acid instead of the centre. This is explained by the fact that the
lighter ammonia particles diffuse faster through the air in the tube than the heavier
hydrogen chloride particles.
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Diffusion can also be affected by temperature. As gas or liquid particles gain energy
when temperature increases, their average kinetic energy also increases and this
means the particles move faster on average. This results in a higher diffusion rate.

Chapter 1

The particulate nature of matter

Diffusion and mixing of coloured solutions
To show the process of diffusion in a liquid, you can simply
add a few drops of food dye to water. The food dye will then
slowly diffuse in the water and the colour of the mixture
will gradually change (Figure 1.7). Even without stirring, the
mixture will eventually take on a uniform colour. However,
without stirring, the diffusion process can be very slow. In
general, diffusion in liquids happens at a slower rate than in
gases. This is because the average energy of particles is lower
in a liquid than in a gas, and there is also less space between
the particles composing a liquid.
Dilution is a process of reducing the
concentration of a solute in solution by
mixing with more solvent. We can observe
dilution very clearly when a solution is
coloured. In Figure 1.8, the solute is the
yellow food dye and the solvent is the water.
The yellow colour will get lighter and lighter
if more solvent (water) is added.

Figure 1.7 Diffusion of a
food dye in water

Figure 1.8 A set of conical flasks showing the
increasing dilution of a solution from yellow to
almost colourless as more solvent is added.

Exam tip
A solute is the substance that dissolves
in a solvent. The solute can be a solid,
liquid, or gas. The solvent acts as
a medium to dissolve the solute so
forming a solution. The solvent is
usually present in a greater amount then
the solute. Water is frequently used when
making solutions and is often known as
a universal solvent (although many
substances do not dissolve in water).

If more solute is added instead of solvent, the solution will become more
concentrated. For a given amount of solvent there is a point beyond which no more
solute can dissolve. At this point we have a saturated solution. You can observe this
situation quite easily by gradually adding small amounts of salt to a glass of water
and stirring mixture. At first, the salt will ‘disappear’ as it dissolves completely in
the water. Eventually, however, adding more salt will result in the salt grains simply
sinking to the bottom of the glass, where it is clearly visible.

1.4 Solubility
Solubility
Solubility, a property of a solute, measures how much of a solute will dissolve in
a given mass of solvent. The unit of solubility is grams per 100 grams of solvent.
For instance, the solubility of table salt in water at 20°C is 36 g per 100 g of water.
The value of the solubility for a particular solute is usually given assuming room
temperature and pressure. If we change the temperature and/or pressure, the value
of the solubility of the solute can change as well. In general, changing the pressure
has very little effect on the solubility of liquids or solids, but can significantly affect
the solubility of gases.
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